Today a debate rages within the Austrian school over whether its traditional description of causal processes is still too equilibrium-bound. Some Austrian works describe the order-generating process as &dquo;equilibrating,&dquo; though never reaching equilibrium. Others contend that the very changes entrepreneurs introduce are also disequilibrating, are themselves disturbing factors.13 The controversy is considered of vital importance, since it addresses the fundamental question of whether there is a systematic order-generating mechanism in social evolution, and if so, how that systematic process can be described. 
. My own effort to summarize the meaning of this debate with socialism is in Lavoie (1985a). On his political critique see Hayek (1944) .
2 See Hayek (1931; 1939) . For English translations of his earlier German essays from the 1920s see Hayek (1933; 1984) .
3 See Hayek (1937; 1945 Lavoie, Baetjer, and Tulloh (1990) . 5 See Hayek (1942; 1952b; 1955; 1964) . 6 See Hayek (1960; 1973; 1976; 1979a) . 7 Hayek (1988) . See also his earlier statement of the same themes in Hayek (1979b) .
8 See especially Hayek's work on competition (1946; 1978b) . My own attempt to summarize Hayek's work along these lines was in Lavoie (1985b 10 More descriptive names the "Austrian" school has sometimes chosen for its approach include "subjectivism," to underscore the fact that it is fundamentally oriented to the subjective meanings of purposeful human agents, and "market process economics," to underscore the focus on dynamic change. "Competition as a Discovery Procedure," in 1978a Procedure," in . 1979a 
